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This book covers various aspects of marriage according to the authentic Sunnah. Marriage plays a most
central role in the human life, and has been largely discussed by the scholars of Islam through the ages,
resulting in numerous writings and treatises. This unique title covers a number of different aspects in
marriage, including human sexuality, Islamic etiquettes of intimacy, prohibited acts of intimacy, ghusl,
the 'awrah, zina', birth control, indecent acts, and more.
Sahih Muslim ( Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim; full title: Al-Musnadu Al-Sahihu bi Naklil Adli) is one of the Kutub al-Sittah
(six major hadith collections) in Sunni Islam. Sunni Muslims consider it the second most authentic hadith
collection, after Sahih Bukhari. However, it is important to realize that Imam Muslim never claimed to
collect all authentic traditions as his goal was to collect only traditions that all Muslims should agree on
about accuracy. The Muslim Scholars have agreed that all of the Ahadith in Sahih Muslim are authentic.
The Basis of Islam and the Reality of Monotheism
Islamic Culture
Kitaab At-tawheed/ the Book of Tawheed
ثيدحلا فراعم
Fatawa Arkanul-Islam: Prayer, zakah, fasting, hajj
Human Behaviour and Experience from an Islamic Perspective

This book is an English translation of the book (
⌆
) ‘Al Ittiba an
Righteous Predecessors’ by the great noble scholar, muhaddith, faqeeh, professor sheikh Wasiullah ibn Muhammad Abaas, may
Allah preserve him and raise his status in this world and the next. I depended upon the first (2010/1431H) ‘Dar ul Istiqaamah’
printing of this book while translating.
Probably this is the most read book of today on Islamic belief regarding monotheism. It is a book authored on clarifying the reality
of Monotheism and the different types of polytheistic beliefs and practices, the author suffices himself to mentioning the relevant
Ayaat, Ahaadeeth and statements of the Salaf under each chapter and then mentions the benefits derived from them. The purpose
of this course is to explain this famous book in an easy and simple way so that Muslims from every walk of life can understand the
correct Islamic 'Aqeedah, and can save themselves, their family and friends from the Fire of Hell.
Treatise on Maqasid Al-Shariah
Fatawa Arkanul-Islam: Creed and prayer
Ibn Ashur
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Refinement of Character
Islamic Psychology
Islamic Laws
This is a classic manual of fiqh rulings based on Shafi"i School of jurisprudence and includes original Arabic texts and
translations from classic works of prominent Muslim scholars such as al Ghazali, al Nawawi, al Qurtubi, al Dhahabi and
others. It is an indispensable reference for every Muslim or student of Islam who needs to research on Islamic rulings on
daily Muslim life.
Imam Muslim (Muslim ibn al-Hajjaj) was born in 202 AH in Naysabur (817/818CE) and died in 261AH (874/875CE)also in
Naysabur. He traveled widely to gather his collection of ahadith (plural of hadith), in-cluding to Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria and
Egypt. Out of 300,000 hadith which he evaluated, approximately 4,000 were extracted for inclusion into his collection based
on stringent acceptance criteria. Each report in his collection was checked and the veracity of the chain of reporters was
painstakingly established. Sunni Muslims consider it the second most authentic hadith collection, after Sahih Bukhari.
However, it is im-portant to realize that Imam Muslim never claimed to collect all authentic traditions as his goal was to collect only traditions that all Muslims should agree on about accuracy. It is complete book 2 and book 3 of sahih muslim to
guide the readers towards the path of sunnah
Islamic Verdicts. Purification and prayer
كسانلا ةدعو كلاسلا ةدمع باتكل ةيزيلكنا ةمجرت
Remembrance of Allah
Al - Hidayah (The Guidance)
and the Principles of Fiqh of the Righteous Predecessors
Arabic Manuscripts
Shaikh Muhammad al-Tahir ibn Ashur is the most renowned Zaytuna Imam and one of the great Islamic scholars of the 20th
century. The publication of this translation of Shaikh Ibn Ashur’s Treatise on Maqasid al-Shari’ah is a breakthrough in studies on
Islamic law in the English language. In this book, Ibn Ashur proposed Maqasid as a methodology for the renewal of the theory of
Islamic law, which has not undergone any serious development since the era of the great imams. Ibn Ashur – quite courageously
– also addressed the sensitive topic of the intents/Maqasid of Prophet Muhammad (SAAS) behind his actions and decisions. He
introduced criteria to differentiate between the Prophetic traditions that were meant to be part of Islamic law and the Prophetic
actions/ sayings that were meant to be for the sake of specific purposes such as political leadership, court judgment, friendly
advice, and conflict resolution. But Ibn Ashur’s most significant contribution in this book has been the development of new
Maqasid by coining new, contemporary, terminology that were never formulated in traditional usul al-fiqh. For example, Ibn Ashur
developed the theory of the ‘preservation of lineage’ into ‘the preservation of the family system’, the ‘protection of true belief’ into
‘freedom of beliefs’, etc. He also introduced the concepts of ‘orderliness’, ‘natural disposition’, ‘freedom’, ‘rights’, ‘civility’, and
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‘equality’ as Maqasid in their own right, and upon which the whole Islamic law is based. This development opens great
opportunities for Islamic law to address current and real challenges for Muslim societies and Muslim minorities.
Here for young readers and listeners, are all the best treasured stories of the Quran in one beautifully illustrated volume. The
stirring and dramatic stories of the great prophets, peoples and nations are unfolded as a family saga, one event leading naturally
to the next. All these features in one great book: * 42 easy to read Quran stories. * A moral value with each story. * Simple
language. * Vivid and charming illustrations. * A Quran reference for each story at the end of the book. Designed for use at home
or at school, this book makes the message of the Quran more meaningful for children. It's the perfect way to begin your child's
lifetime adventure of personal Quran reading! Especially chosen for the very young, these stories act as a foundaton on which to
build a growing knowledge of the Quran.
Kitab Ut-Tawheed
That Every Muslim Must Believe
Sunan Nasa'i
Bahishti Zewar
A Translation Of Al Hidayah Fi Sharh Bidayat Al Mubtadi - Volume 1: A Classical Manual of Hanafi Law
Closer Than a Garment - Marital Intimacy
Few if any contemporary Islamic works can truly be described as monumental, let alone ground-breaking.
Kitab ut-Tawheed (the book of monotheism): The Foundations of Islam and the Reality of Monotheism is
truly a landmark work, occupying a unique place amongst a contemporary landscape often bereft of
original scholarship.The series represents an in-depth study into the very root origins of Islam, the
essential nature of Tawheed (monotheism). Coupled with that it tackles head on not only the age-old
problem concerning the precise nature of worship and shirk (polytheism) but how these topics correspond
to contemporary issues like ruling, governance and allegiance. Liberated from confused ill-disciplined
divisions, primacy is given to the original sources, challenging many of the phantasms which have
plagued Islamic thought for far too long. Volume 1 of this series comprises topics relating to the
foundations and principle rules of Deen.Muhammad ibn Abdullah al-Mas'ari is Professor Emeritus of
Theoretical and Mathematical Physics and author of several pioneering Islamic works.
The book deals with dream interpretation, its correct rules and procedures, drills to help understand
these rules, and a large glossary of interpreted dream symbols. This, we hope, fulfills important goals
regarding sleep and dreams and eliminates a great deal of superstition that surrounds them.
My First Quran Storybook (Goodword)
Provisions for the Seekers
al Ittiba
Echo of Islam
The Modest Status of Women in Islam
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Diseases of the Hearts and Their Cures
Long, long ago in a far away place in Canaan, near Nablus, some thirty miles north of Jerusalem, lived a pious old man.
His name was Yaqub. Yaqub was the grandson of the great prophet Ibrahim. He had twelve sons. Yusuf was the second
youngest of them. From the very beginning his father was much impressed by this young, noble and gentle soul, for whom
he saw a great and promising future. One day Yusuf who was a boy of keen intelligence and a kind nature, had an unusual
dream, in which eleven stars and the sun and the moon, all bowed down to him.
What is Remembrance of Allah (Zikr-i-Ilahi)? Why should one remmber Allah? What are the characteristics of true
Remembrance of Allah according to Islamic teachings? These and many other important questions which intrigue the
human mind are answered in this speech delivered by Hadhrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad, Khalifatul Masih II
(ra). It removes many of the misconceptions regarding the Remembrance of Allah and explains the subject in the light of
the Holy Qur'an and the conduct and sayings of the Holy Prophet of Islam (saw). Remembrance of Allah shows a true
understanding of the relationship between Allah and human beings in search of Him. It is a treasure that will benefit all
those who use it to inculcate a living relationship with their Creator.
(English Translation with Arabic Text)
The Foundations of the Sunnah
The Correct Creed
Book of Faith
Kitab Al-Iman
The Dreamer's Handbook

Arranged alphabetically by subject and/or concept and richly illustrated, the present vademecum deals with various aspects of Arabic
manuscript studies. A companion volume to my recently published The Arabic Manuscript Tradition (2001) and its Supplement (2008),
this work constitutes an indispensible aid to students and researchers.
The Hidayah has dominated the field of Islamic jurisprudence since the day it was written over 800 years ago. It has been the primary text
used by Muslims jurist to issue authentic and reliable rulings on Islamic law according to the school of Imam Abu Hanifa (d
150H/767CE). The Hidayah commands such an authoritative position amongst the doctors of law that the knowledge of a scholar who
has not read it is not considered reliable. It has been a standard text in the curricula of Islamic law schools since the 12th century. It was
first translated into English by Charles Hamilton in 1791. Around 70 huge commentaries, some spread over more than a dozen volumes
have been written on it. The number of explanatory glosses is in thousands. Comprehensive in content and conveniently organized, with the
publication of this all previous works that discussed Islamic jurisprudence according to the Hanafi law become outmoded and soon fell
into disuse. If revealed books are not taken into account, never has a book received so much attention as the Hidayah. This landmark
publication of the Hidayah not only has been translated in its entirety for the first time but has been done so from Arabic, the language in
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which it was written. The author, Shaykh Al Islam, Burhan Al-Din Marghanani (d 593 AH/ 1197 CE) was considered to be the leading
jurist of the Muslim world in his times. "The hidayah is justly celebrated as the most practical and useful summary compilation of Hanafi
jurisprudence. It has been a standard text in the curricula of Islamic law schools since the 12th century. It was first translated by Charles
Hamilton in 1791. A new translation into modern English has been long overdue. This translation by Imran Ahsan Khan Nyazee is both
precise and straight forward. With his knowledge of Islamic law and jurispudence combined with his command of both the Arabic and
English languages, he has conveyed the meaning of the original with great clarity. The hidayah is a dense work, intended for use in
teaching Hanafi fiqh - it is a work that needs explication if its arguments are to be understood fully. This the translator has provided
through this valuable notes" Dr Mohammad Akram Nadwi, research fellow, Oxford centre for Islamic studies, Oxford
Fatawa Islamiyah
A Manual of Prophetic Ḥadīths with Commentary
Kitāb Asrār Al-ṭahārah
Translation of Sahih Muslim
International Books in Print
TAFSIR SURAH AL-FATIHAH
Now more than ever before, Muslim young men and women need to improve not only their personal skills but also their group performance.
This Guide presents easy-to-follow instructions which can be used by those who desire to acquire these skills. This Guide focuses on the
training needs of Muslim young men and women by providing the experience acquired by Muslim leaders over the last several decades.
Thus, the new generation of leaders will be able to start from where their leaders left off, rather than having to duplicate their predecessors’
successes and/or failures. Using a simple Do’s and Don’ts format, this Guide enables the user to optimize his/her understanding of the art
and science of da’wah and how it can be applied in today’s world. Like genius, leadership entails harder work for the one who was born
without this skill. It is to such people that this Guide is addressed. We are confident that, with the help of Allah, the user will be able to make a
quantum leap forward in the areas of growth and improvement through the proper use of the methods outlined in this Guide. Over time, there
will be noticeable improvements in the areas of concepts, management, administration, and communication as well as the skills needed for
conducting camps, conferences, and meetings. This Guide is supplemented by suggested workbooks which will lead to an even deeper
understanding of the skills needed for successful leaders.
This book is, undoubtedly, a brave and intrepid dedication for defending the Messenger of humankind, Muhammad (may God's peace and
benediction be upon him and his Progeny). Its author's position can never be more than a sincere companion undertaking the task of
defending his Prophet in the Battle of Uhud or Hunayn. Throughout course of history many traditions were, wrongfully and against Allah's
Will, ascribed to the Messenger of Allah (S), which he never uttered at all. Had not that quantity of false and fabricated and even hazardous
traditions been there, no one among those having mean and debased morality like Salman Rushdie, would have ever dared speaking ill of
the Messenger of Allah (God's peace and benediction be upon him and his Progeny). And future, undoubtedly, will be brighter, with
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emergence of new other realities and other pioneer studies, whereat clouds of darkness shall verily disperse and sun of truth shall rise, Godwilling. In this connection, Ansarian Foundation finds it necessary to present its gratitude and veneration to brother Hasan M. Najafi, in
recognition of his good efforts and toilsome endeavour in translating, editing and supervising the printing of this book. We implore the
Beneficent Allah to reward him for this work, in which he sought nothing but God's pleasure and favour. We implore the Omnipotent the
Almighty to help him to achieve more and more munificent contributions to the Islamic cause. He is Hearer and He is Responsive. Ansariyan
FoundationThis book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different languages
with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization (www.shia.es) is a registered Organization
that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes your
involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in general and the Shia
School of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks,
Muslims and non-Muslims. Organization's purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to
locations where such resources are not commonly or easily accessible or are resented, resisted and fought! In addition, For a complete list of
our published books please refer to our website (www.shia.es) or send us an email to info@shia.es
A Vademecum for Readers
Muhammad
Kitab At-Tawheed Explained
The Story Of The Prophet Yusuf
Sahih Muslim Hadith
Training Guide for Islamic Workers (Swahili Language)

Islamic Psychology or ilm an-nafs (science of the soul) is an important introductory textbook drawing on the latest evidence in the subdisciplines of psychology to provide a balanced and comprehensive view of human nature, behaviour and experience. Its foundation to develop
theories about human nature is based upon the writings of the Qur'an, Sunna, Muslim scholars and contemporary research findings.
Synthesising contemporary empirical psychology and Islamic psychology, this book is holistic in both nature and process and includes the
physical, psychological, social and spiritual dimensions of human behaviour and experience. Through a broad and comprehensive scope, the
book addresses three main areas: Context, perspectives and the clinical applications of applied psychology from an Islamic approach. This
book is a core text on Islamic psychology for undergraduate and postgraduate students and those undertaking continuing professional
development in Islamic psychology, psychotherapy and counselling. Beyond this, it is also a good supporting resource for teachers and
lecturers in this field.
Studies in Had?th Methodology and Literature
Sunan Ibn-i-Majah
Lights on the Muhammadan Sunnah Or Defence of the Hadith
The Classic Manual of Islamic Sacred Law ?Umdat Al-salik
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The Last Prophet
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